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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, a novel batch fabrication technology for a mixed-scale PDMS 

(Polydimethylsilane) channel networks using carbon- micro electromechanical systems 

(MEMS) and single molding process is introduced. Nanofabrication has been used in broad 

research fields including single electron memories, multiple tunnel junction (MTJ) devices, 

micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) sensors, and nanofluidic devices. Nanofluidic 

channel networks are crucial parts in various applications such as DNA electrophoresis, bio 

sensors, molecular preconcentration, ionic transport nanofluidic diodes, desalination, 

nanofludic transistors because of their unique phenomena including ion concentration 

polarization, ion rectification effect, nanocapillarity and electrical double layer overlap. 

However, the research on the nanofluidics has been limited because of the lack of simple and 

cost-effective nanofabrication technologies. Microfabrication technologies that are 

compatible with nanofabrication processes also needs to be developed so as to integrate 

microfluidic channels with nanochannels, because the microchannels guide sample fluid into 

and out of the nanochannels and thus mixed-scale channel networks are the basic architecture 

of the nanofluidic devices. However, the fabrication of mixed-scale channel networks is 

limited by difficult alignment processes between nanostructures and microstructures, high 

fabrication cost, and time consuming and complex processes. These limitations can be 

overcame by utilizing carbon-MEMS technology and single polymer molding process.  

A mixed-scale carbon structure as the mold of a Poly (dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) 

channel network was fabricated using conventional UV lithography and pyrolysis. A single 

molding process using multi-layers of hard PDMS and soft PDMS completes the fabrication 

of mixed-scale PDMS channel networks including 55-nm-high and 441-nm-wide 

nanochannels. The quality of the PDMS molding process was evaluated using a scanning 
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electron microscope (SEM) and an atomic force microscope (AFM). The surface energy of 

the pyrolyzed carbon mold could be modulated by controlling pyrolysis temperature resulting 

in high surface energy. As a result, a single carbon mold could replicate PDMS channel 

networks more than 40 times without anti-adhesion coating. The hermetic sealing and 

uniformity of the PDMS nanochannel were evaluated by filling the mixed-scale PDMS 

channel networks with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC). The properties of PDMS 

nanochannels were characterized by measuring I-V relationship in KCl solution. Except for 

the simple fabrication of the complex carbon mold, the pyrolysis process also enabled the 

formation of smoothly tapered mold side wall because of good adhesion between the 

photoresist and substrate, and volume reduction in pyrolysis. As a result, 3-D funnels could 

be integrated at the entrance and exit of the nanochannel. By this novel 3-D funnel structure, 

efficient entrapment of a single micro particle at the entrance of a nanochannel was enabled. 

It is expected that the mixed-scale PDMS channel networks with 3D-funnels can be applied 

to nanoelectroporation for efficient cell transfection. 
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0 

Introduction 
  

 

 

 

 

 

  

In this chapter, a background for 
fabrication technologies, applications for the 
mixed-scale channel networks will be 
introduced. Also, the simple overview of this 
thesis will be given. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Nanochannel is a nanoscale conduit that has characteristic dimension below 100-

nm at least one side. The nanochannel shows the unique phenomena such as ion rectification 

[1], ion concentration polarization (ICP) [2-3], nanocapillarity [4], electrical double layer 

(EDL) overlap [5], etc. Unique characteristics are emerged due to the large surface effect of 

the nanochannel. Meanwhile, a nanopore is a nanoscale hole and used for analysis of 

nanoscale phenomena with the nanochannel. Usually, nafion membrane, silicon and graphene 

are used for nanopore [2]. Although nanopore has the advantages including the simple, easy 

fabrication and similarity with ionic channel in the body, nanopore is insufficient for broad 

application such as a biosensor because of the impossibility of the pre-/ post-processing, large 

noise. On the other hand, nanochannel has enormous advantages such that nanochannel can 

be used to separate of the electric field and detect the biomolecules using small noise, pre-/ 

post-processing and single molecular sequential processing. 

 

Figurer 1.1 Various applications of the nanofluidics; (a) Seawater desalination from Kim et 

al. (2010) [6], (b) Protein concentration in the wrinkled nanochannels (WNCs) from Chung et 

al. (2008) [8], (c) Schematic image of the nanoelectroporation from Boukany et al. [18]. 
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There are plenty of applications using the nanofluidic channel devices based on their high 

surface effect and characteristic dimension shown by Figure 1.1. When the characteristic 

dimension of the channel is reduced around 100-nm, this length is similar to the electrical 

double layer and then the electrical double layer is overlapped in the narrow nanofluidic 

channel [5]. It causes ion concentration polarization in the nanochannel. Ion depletion zone 

and ion enrichment zone are formed across the nanochannel filled with an electrolyte solution 

such as potassium chloride (KCl) and sodium chloride (NaCl). Invaluable applications 

including the desalination [6], nanofluidic diode [7], biomolecule preconcentration [8-10] can 

be realized using ICP phenomenon in the nanofluidic device. Also, nanofluidic device can be 

applied to bio applications such as a bio sensing [11-12], biofilter [13-14], DNA stretching 

[15-17] and nanoelectroporation [18-19] that is a powerful tool for the cell transfection. 

 

1.2 General Fabrication Techniques 

The most popular lithography technology is UV lithography. Because UV 

lithography enables easy microfabrication, large area patterning throughout a wafer scale, 

patterning on the flexible substrate, and easy shape and dimension control. However, the 

resolution of UV lithography is limited up to ~1 m due to a limitation of the diffraction of 

light. Therefore, UV lithography cannot be applied for the nanofabrication. A variety of 

nanofabrication techniques have been developed over 20 years including the electron beam 

lithography (EBL) [21-23], focused ion beam (FIB) milling [24-25] and nano imprint 

lithography (NIL) [26-29]. Nanofabrication techniques have evolved to reach lateral 

resolution of ~2 nm. Moreover, several unconventional fabrication techniques have been 

developed to overcome a limitation of the nanofabrication such as a high cost, long process 

time and difficult alignment with microstructures [30]. In this thesis, fabrication technologies 
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for a nanochannel are categorized as two types depending on their substrates including a hard 

and a soft materials. 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Categorization of the various nanofabrication technologies. Simply, the 

technologies can be divided by substrate materials including hard materials and soft materials. 

 

1.2.1 Hard Materials 

Some hard materials such as a quartz, Si and fused silica are useful for a 

nanofabrication to fabricate the nanopatterns because of a precise dimension control and less 

chance of a deformation. Flat and hard materials can be patterned using top-down and 

bottom-up approaches. Bottom-up approach starts from atomic scale and forms a designed 

structure by the synthesis. On the other hand, top-down approach starts from a bulk material 

and fabricates a designed structure through various removal techniques such as an etching 

[31], a lithography, an ion irradiation [32], etc. Bottom-up approach have the merits of an 

accurate size and shape control but requires more time to fabricate a structure than top-down 
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approach. Thus, top-down approach can fabricate more elaborate and various structures 

during short time than bottom-up approach. So, top-down approach is used in many research 

groups. A typical top-down approach is the electron beam lithography (EBL) shown by 

Figure 1.3 describing the nanofluidic device fabricated by the EBL. Uniform and very narrow 

nanochannels were fabricated by EBL. In EBL, an electron beam writes the nanopatterns 

directly on an electron beam resist spin-coated substrate. So nanostructure can be fabricated 

with various shapes without using a mask with a spatial resolution down to ~2nm. However, 

EBL process requires a long patterning time because nanostructures are patterned by an 

electron beam writing slowly. Also, high processing cost is required owing to the high cost 

equipment. This is the reason why electron beam lithography is not proper for mass 

production and various applications. Also, microfabrication is needed to fabricate the 

microchannel and reservoir in the nanochannel fabrication process. When two different scale 

fabrication is progressed gradually, hard alignment problem between nanopatterns and 

micropatterns is discussed. Complex bonding process is required to a fabricated sample due 

to the bonding with another cover slip. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 Images of the nanofluidic device fabricated by the electron beam lithography 

(EBL) from Yokokawa et al. [23]. Narrow and uniform pattern array was fabricated using 

EBL. 
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The focused ion beam (FIB) technology enables swelling, milling, implantation and ion-

induced deposition [25]. FIB milling uses Ga+ ions without mask and photoresist for 

patterning the nanochannels. A principle of the FIB milling is similar to EBL and difference is 

the type of the beams. EBL uses an electron beam and FIB milling uses a focused ion beam. 

FIB also writes a designed pattern on the substrate using the focused ion beam. So, complex 

and elaborate patterns can be engraved to the substrate like the EBL. But, some limitation 

factors block wide utilization of FIB milling technique such as a costly equipment, low 

scanning speed and complex bonding process with another cover substrate. Figure 1.4 shows 

the schematic images of the FIB milling and SEM images of various size nanopatterns 

fabricated by the FIB milling. The pattern sizes were controlled by the thickness of a metal 

film and minimum pattern size is 5-nm.  

 

 

Figure 1.4 Images of the focused ion beam milling; Schematic images show the fabricated 

nanochannel with Ga+ beam and metal film, SEM images show the various dimensional 

nanochannels up to 5-nm from Menard et al. [24]. 

 

Figure 1.5 show the nano imprint lithography (NIL) fabrication process. NIL is a replication 

process using a mixed-scale hard master fabricated by the conventional micro-fabrication and 

nanofabrication. When a substrate coated with a curable resin such as a SU-8, PMMA is 

mechanically pressed by a master including the predefined micro-nanostructures using the 
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electron beam lithography or focused ion beam milling, the curable resin is cured by the UV 

light or heat in condition of controlled temperature and pressure. Finished replica is used to 

polymer molding process for a number of times. In this way, the master and replica can be 

used many times. Therefore, the NIL enables nanofluidic device to a massive production 

owing to the reproducible master and replica. Also, micro-nanopatterns can be transferred by 

a single fabrication process. However, there are mortal limitations of the NIL fabrication 

process. Expensive and complex nanolithography techniques such as EBL and FIB milling 

and etching process are also needed to fabricate the mixed-scale master. Also, the precise 

control of the pressure for large scale patterning, perfect removal of a residual layer and clean 

demolding after a mold treatment are challenges of the NIL. Besides, Inter ferometric 

lithography, sphere lithography and conventional MEMS technique such as a sacrificial layer 

releasing, etching and deposition can be applied to fabricate the nanochannel. 

 

 

Figure. 1.5 3D fabrication flow and SEM images of the fabricated silicon, UV resin, PMMA 

structures from Chantiwas et al. [26]. Funnel and complex structures of the nanochannel inlet 

fabricated by FIB milling improve the efficiency of the DNA stretching. 
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1.2.2 Soft Material 

Soft lithography using the polymers such as a Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), 

Poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), Poly (urethane acrylate) (PUA) have been widely used 

to research for the microfluidics, contact printing, tactile sensor and NIL because of the 

easy process, low cost material, flexibility, transparency and biocompatibility [33]. Especially, 

fabrication based on the soft-polymer is a cost-effective and easy process in terms of the cost 

and their properties because soft-polymer can be replicated many times from the mold. Many 

research groups thought about the soft lithography as a powerful fabrication technique for the 

nanofluidic device. However, there are several problems such as a low modulus causing the 

distortion including pairing, sagging and shrinking. Some research groups have used this 

characteristics and developed a fabrication technique for an unconventional nanochannels 

[35-39]. Roof collapsed fabrication technique uses low modulus property of the PDMS. 

Chung et al. developed a fabrication technique for the roof collapsed triangular PDMS 

nanochannel using the microchannel [8, 34-36]. First of all, SU-8 micro structure with wide 

width was patterned by conventional UV lithography. Secondly, PDMS was molded and 

demolded from the microstructure. Finally, when PDMS microchannel bonded to the glass 

was roof collapsed, triangular nanochannels were formed at the side edge of the roof 

collapsed microchannel. Another research group has shown the result that roof collapsed 

PDMS channel arrays were stacked up each other and rolled up and then cut across the 

section to increase the channel arrays [37].  
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Figure 1.6 Schematic image of the roof collapsed nanochannels from Chung et al. [8]. Wide 

microchannel’s roof was collapsed because of the low modulus of the PDMS and triangular 

nanochannels were formed at the edge of the collapsed microchannel.  

 

Huh et al. has developed nanochannel array with Cracked PDMS in the microchannel [39]. 

Sylgard A and B was mixed by 10:1 weight ratio. After degassing process, PDMS was cured 

in the convection oven during 4 hours. Cured PDMS was treated by the oxygen plasma. After 

oxygen plasma treatment, nanoscale crack was formed on the oxidized PDMS surface by the 

mechanical stress. Cracked PDMS was molded and demolded by PUA to replicate the 

nanoscale cracks. Finally, Cured PUA was molded by the PDMS the same way with first step. 

Demolded PDMS from the PUA was bonded to glass substrate by the oxygen plasma 

treatment. Another researcher called this nanochannel to winkle nanochannel (WNCs) and 

applied for the protein preconcentration [7]. 
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Figure. 1.7 Schematic images of the fabrication process of the cracked induced PDMS 

nanochannel arrays from Huh et al. [39]. Cracked nanochannels on the oxidized PDMS 

surface are replicated using epoxy. 

 

Meanwhile, Schmid et al. developed the hard PDMS that has a remarkable property for soft 

lithography such as a high modulus than the soft PDMS [33]. Odom et al. compared hard 

PDMS to soft PDMS that is sylgard 184 and demonstrated in the paper [34]. Perry et al. 

developed the nanofluidic funnels using the hard PDMS to research the ion transport across 

the nanofluidic funnel [1]. Hard PDMS mixture including a vinyl PDMS prepolymer, a 

hydrosilane PDMS prepolymer, a platinum catalyst and a modulator was spin-coated on the 

silicon mold fabricated by the EBL. Soft PDMS (Sylgard 184 mixture) was poured on the 

thin hard PDMS layer and cured in the convection oven. Demolded PDMS including the hard 

PDMS and the soft PDMS layer was bonded to the glass substrate by the oxygen plasma 

treatment. In such ways, various soft materials is used to fabricate the nanochannels through 

an unconventional fabrication techniques. 
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1.3 Carbon MEMS 

Carbon-MEMS (C-MEMS) is an innovative technique that can overcome many 

limitations of the microfabrication and nanofabrication techniques. There are plenty of the 

problems for example separately processed microfabrication, nanofabrication and hard 

alignment, time consuming process and high cost. In the C-MEMS process, a microstructure 

is made by the conventional microfabrication method such as a UV lithography and etching. 

The microstructure dimensions are reduced up to a sub-100-nm nanostructure after the 

pyrolysis process owing to enormous volume shrinkage [40-42]. So C-MEMS technique 

enables to fabricate the monolithic nanochannel master by the batch fabrication process 

without hard alignment problem between nanofabrication and microfabrication. Meanwhile, 

C-MEMS technique almost has been used for electrode material because of the wide 

electrochemical stability, biocompatibility, chemical inertness and low cost. 

 

Figure 1.8 SEM images of the suspended single wire and meshes structures fabricated by the 

carbon MEMS from Lim et al. [41]. (a) SU-8 suspended wire, (b) After pyrolysis, suspended 

carbon nanowire, (c) suspended carbon nanomeshes structure. Enormous volume shrinkage 

occurred during the pyrolysis process is verified by this images. 
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Also, glassy carbon converted from a photoresist has a conductivity characteristics. In this 

research, enormous volume shrinkage characteristics of many advantages was focused to 

fabricate the monolithic mixed-scale carbon structure for the mixed-scale PDMS channel. A 

limitation that photolithography is only microfabrication owing to the UV light wavelength 

size can be overcame using the pyrolysis process. After pyrolysis, dimensions of the carbon 

structure is predictable because of the ratio of reduction. Polymer structure volume shrinks 

around 80 % at temperature above 400 oC. So, carbon structure dimension can be control by 

the type of the photoresist, a revolution per minute (RPM) of a spin-coating. In real situation, 

1-m-width and 300-nm-thickness polymer structure was converted to the nanoscale carbon 

structure including 441-nm-width and 55-nm-thickness. Also, carbon structure shape is freely 

controlled owing to the UV lithography. In the carbon- MEMS, All advantages of the UV 

lithography can be applied such as an easy alignment, shape and dimension control through 

the design of a photomask. Also, surface energy of the carbon is changed gradually 

depending on the pyrolysis temperature. Surface energy is remarkably increased between 400 

oC to 500 oC because Solid carbon is formed at this temperature region. Meanwhile, surface 

energy is important with an inclined side wall for the soft lithography for the easy demolding 

process from the structure. Also, a side-wall of the carbon structure is a sloped structure 

reminding a trapezoid. This phenomenon is occurred because of the difference of the 

diffusion rate between the top of the structure to the sides of the structure. As a result, 

gradually tapered 3D-microfunnel and easily demolded inclined side wall structure can be 

fabricated during the carbon MEMS process. For these reason, C-MEMS technique was used 

mainly to fabricate the mixed-scale PDMS channel networks in this research. 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 

In this thesis, the novel and innovative fabrication technology for the mixed-

scale PDMS channel networks monolithically will be described by the C-MEMS technique 

and a PDMS molding process. Newly developed fabrication is largely made up 2-steps 

photolithography, pyrolysis and single molding process using the hard PDMS and the soft 

PDMS. Built-up mixed-scale carbon structure can be used to excellent channel mold because 

of the excellent demolding efficiency. Usually, a master structure for the soft lithography 

based on the SU-8 are treated by chemical as an anti-adhesion layer coating. On the other 

hand, carbon mold needs no anti-adhesion layer coating. Because a SU-8 structure is 

converted to the pyrolyzed carbon structure with a change of the surface energy during the 

pyrolysis process. The carbon structure shows that the carbon structure is reproducible at 

least 40 times demolding process. Surface characteristics of the carbon structure will be 

shown by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(EDS) and surface energy calculated by the Owens-Wendt geometric mean equation [43] 

using the measured contact angles of the water and the diiodomethane. Uniformity and 

hermetic sealing of the mixed-scale PDMS channel networks was demonstrated by the 

fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) imaging. Nanofluidic property of the mixed-scale channel 

was characterized by a current measurement. Current across the nanochannel shows the three 

different current regions including ohmic, overlimiting and limiting current regions. Finally, 

the mixed-scale PDMS channel network drives as a mixed-scale fluidic device. Functionality 

of the mixed-scale channel device will be shown by the micro-particle trap reminding the 

nanoelectroporation dedicating the efficient transfection. 
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In this chapter, a mixed-scale PDMS 

channel networks will be designed and 

fabricated. Also, completed polymer and 

carbon structure, PDMS channel dimensions 

will be shown in this chapter by SEM images 

and AFM profiles. 
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2. Fabrication of mixed-scale PDMS channel networks 

2.1 Overview of the fabrication process 

2.1.1 Mixed-scale carbon mold 

The mixed-scale PDMS channel network was fabricated through two step UV 

lithography, the pyrolysis and simple molding process using the PDMS. First of all, initial 

photomask including 24 sets mold patterns shown by Figure 2.1 (a) and final photomask 

including 36 sets mold patterns of the 3-D microfunnel shown by Figure 2.1 (b) were 

designed by the auto CAD software program for the UV lithography. The fabrication process 

flow is shown in Figure 2.1. Firstly, bare silicon wafer was cleaned with deionized (DI) water 

and is spin-coated by thin negative photoresist (SU-8 2000.5) to fabricate the nanoscale 

structure after the pyrolysis step. The substrate uniformly coated with thin photoresist was 

soft baked on the hot plate at 95 oC during 1min and completely cooled down at room 

temperature. Si wafer was post-exposure-baked on the hot plate at 95 oC during 1min after 

UV light was exposed with vacuum contact on the substrate. The cool substrate was 

developed using the SU-8 developer during 1 min. Developed thin polymer structure was 

inspected to check the completeness and cleanness. Second UV lithography is for a formation 

of the microscale structure. Thick negative photoresist (SU-8 2010) was spin-coated at 2000 

rpm for 30 sec with low rotation process to spread the photoresist and soft baked at 95 oC 

during 6 min on the hot plate. Sufficiently cooled substrate was UV exposed with vacuum 

contact for 10 sec and then post baked at 95 oC during 6min on the hot plate. After cooling 

process, UV exposed photoresist was developed in the SU-8 developer. The wafer including 

the final mixed-scale SU-8 structures was placed in the tube furnace with a high vacuum 

condition. The temperature of the tube furnace increases up to 900 oC for the pyrolysis and 
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the argon gas was used as non-oxidation gas. After the pyrolysis process, microscale SU-8 

structure was successfully converted to the mixed-scale carbon structure.  

 

2.1.2 PDMS channel network 

Soft PDMS and hard PDMS were used for the simple soft molding process to 

fabricate the mixed-scale PDMS channel networks. A vinyl PDMS prepolymer, a 

hydrosilane PDMS prepolymer, a platinum catalyst and a modulator were mixed 

respectively at the rate of 3.4 g, 1.0 g, 18 μL and 4 μL. Hard PDMS mixture was thoroughly 

added and located in the vacuum vessel to remove the bubbles. Hard PDMS mixture was 

properly poured and spin-coated at 1000 rpm for 40 sec to form the hard PDMS thin layer. 

The substrate coated with hard PDMS was cured at 60 oC during 30 min in the convection 

oven. Soft PDMS is mixed with sylgard184 A (base) and B (curing agent) at a weight ratio 

of 10:1 and degassed in a small vacuum vessel to eliminate the bubble in the PDMS. 

Degassed soft PDMS was poured on the hard PDMS coated-substrate without anti-adhesion 

layer deposition and located at the room temperature for 10min to percolate down 

throughout a total area. Soft PDMS was cured at 65 oC for 4 hours in the convection oven. 

After cooling time, soft PDMS and hard PDMS was peeled off from the substrate. The 

reservoir was holed by the biopsy punch to insert the fluid into the channel. The mixed-scale 

PDMS channel was bonded to the cover glass using the oxygen plasma treatment.  
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Figure 2.1 Designed photomask patterns for the mixed-scale PDMS channel networks by the 

auto CAD software. (a) Initially designed photomask including 24 sets of channel patterns, (b) 

Final photomask including 36 sets channel patterns with 3-D microfunnel. 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic fabrication steps for PDMS mixed-scale channel networks. (a-e) 2-step 

UV lithography for fabricating mixed-scale negative photoresist (SU-8 2000.5 and SU-8 

2010) structure. (f) Pyrolysis: the polymer structure is converted to the mixed-scale carbon 

structure with enormous volume shrinkage. (g-h) Soft molding: the mixed-scale carbon 

structures are replicated by a multilayered PDMS plate (hard PDMS and soft PDMS). (i) 

Glass bonding: the PDMS plate is bonded to the glass using oxygen plasma treatments. 
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2.2 Results  

Successfully fabricated SU-8, carbon structures and PDMS channel are shown in 

Figure 2. 3. This structure was fabricated using the initial photomask patterns. Micro-holes in 

the SU-8 structure and carbon structure became the micro-pillar structures preventing the roof 

collapse of the PDMS. SU-8 structure with micro-holes was pyrolyzed to the volume shrunk 

mixed-scale carbon structure and carbon structures were transferred into the PDMS by the 

PDMS molding process. SEM images demonstrate that SU-8 structure was converted to the 

mixed-scale carbon structure without change of the original shape and the mixed-scale carbon 

structure was transferred to the precisely patterned PDMS channel without the changes of the 

original shape and size. 

 

Table 1. The dimensions of the nanostructure of SU-8, pyrolyzed carbon and PDMS. 

Material 
Dimension 

SU-8 Carbon PDMS 

Thickness 330 nm 55 nm 55 nm 

Width 1.1 m 441 nm 441 nm 

Length 100 m 121 m 121 m 
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Figure 2.3 SEM images of (a-c) a SU-8 photoresist structure with micro-holes, (d-f) a 

pyrolyzed carbon structure with micro-holes and, (g-i) a demolded PDMS structure with 

micro-pillars from the pyrolyzed carbon structure (d-f). Micro-holes in the SU-8 and carbon 

structures were transferred into the micro-pillar structures preventing the PDMS roof collapse 

in the PDMS. 
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Figure 2.4 shows the side walls of the SU-8 photoresist structure and carbon structure after 

pyrolysis process. Vertical side wall of the SU-8 photoresist was converted to the gradually 

inclined-side-wall. This phenomenon occurs only after pyrolysis process because the different 

diffusion rate between a top and a side during the pyrolysis process. This structure is 

expected to help easy demolding process of the PDMS from the carbon structure. Also, the 

PDMS channel demolded from this carbon structure with inclined side wall can be applied to 

the efficient particle trap using the unique sidewall shape. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 SEM images of the side walls; (a-b) the SU-8 structures after 2-steps UV 

lithography, (c-d) the mixed-scale carbon structures with gradually inclined side wall after 

pyrolysis.  
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Figure 2.5 is 3-D profiles showing the uniformly arrayed topographies of the SU-8 mold, 

pyrolyzed carbon mold and PDMS channel measured by the atomic force microscopy (AFM). 

This images show that SU-8 structure including a wide and high dimension is converted to 

low dimension carbon structure. After PDMS demolding process, prominent carbon structure 

is transferred into the PDMS precisely. 

 

Figure 2.5 3-D AFM images of (a) SU-8 structures before pyrolysis, (b) carbon molds for 

nanochannels, and (c) PDMS nanochannels.  

 

SEM images of the completed SU-8 photoresist structure and pyrolyzed carbon structure 

including the 3-D microfunnels are observed in Figure 2.6. (a)-(d) are SEM images of the 60o 

microfunnels including the 60o inlet angles. (a) and (b) are respectively top view and tilted 

view of the SU-8 photoresist structures. (c) and (d) are top view and tilted view of the 

pyrolyzed carbon structures. Thus, (e)-(h) are SEM images of the wide microfunnels 

including wide inlet angles greater than 60o. (e) and (f) are respectively top view and tilted 

view of the SU-8 photoresist structures. (g) and (h) are top view and tilted view of the 

pyrolyzed carbon structures. After pyrolysis process, the mixed-scale carbon structures shown 

by (c), (d), (g) and (f) are monolithically connected between microstructures and 

nanostructures although the around 1-m miss alignment during the UV lithography.  
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Figure 2.6 SEM images of the SU-8 structures and carbon structures. (a-d) Narrow 3-D 

microfunnel structures with inlet angle less than 60o: (a, b) the SU-8 structures, (c, d) the 

carbon structures corresponding to (a) and (b). (e-h) Wide 3-D funnel structures with inlet 

angle greater than 60o: (e, f) the SU-8 structures, (g, h) the carbon structures corresponding to 

(e) and (f). 
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Meanwhile, various carbon structures are shown in Figure 2.7. Letters, geometric structures 

and smoothly integrated mixed-scale structure can be fabricated by the carbon MEMS 

process. Because the photomask designs using the auto CAD enables the UV lithography to 

various shape patterning.  

 

Figure 2.7 SEM images of the various shape pyrolyzed carbon structures; (a-b) nanofunnel 

structures, (c) Inclined side wall with nanostructure, (d) Microstructure with the microholes, 

(e-f) Geometric carbon structures, (g-h) Letters of UNIST and Yunjeong Lee. 
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Surface characterization was conducted 

by the surface free energy by the contact angle 

measurement, demolding test using the PDMS 

and analysis by the XPS and EDX.  
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3. Characterization of pyrolyzed carbon surface 

Surface characteristics of the pyrolyzed carbon was measured by the contact 

angle measurement, the calculation of the surface free energy using Owens-Wendt geometric 

mean equation, demolding test and surface analysis using XPS, EDS. Surface free energy is 

the attractive energy that pulls an external materials by the attraction of the shell atoms. 

Hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity of the surface are determined by surface free energy. In 

other word, a hydrophobic surface has a low surface energy and a hydrophilic surface has a 

high surface energy. These two properties of the surface are important and have merits and 

demerits. For example, hydrophobicity of a surface holds the limelight as an anti-fouling 

technique including ‘the lotus effect’. In soft lithography, hydrophilic surface including a 

high surface energy is needed to transfer the patterns into the PDMS by high adhesion for the 

-contact printing (CP) [43]. In the surface for a channel mold, hydrophobic surface 

including a low surface free energy is better than hydrophilic surface for a clear and easy 

demolding process owing to low adhesion strength [44]. Therefore, the surface including the 

high surface energy is modified to low the surface free energy by the anti-adhesion layer 

coating. However, anti-adhesion layer coating has some problems such as a lack of 

uniformity of the anti-adhesion layer deposited by vapor phase evaporation, toxicity of the 

solution and spending too much time for deposition of the anti-adhesion layer [44]. In this 

thesis, surface free energy was calculated by Owens-Wendt geometric mean equation based 

on the contact angle on the carbon surface. Also, demolding efficiency of the carbon mold 

was tested by the PDMS demolding repetition test. Demolded carbon samples and bare 

carbon sample are analyzed by contact angle, XPS and EDS. 
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3.1 Contact angle measurement 

SU-8, pyrolyzed carbons at various temperatures from 300 oC to 900 oC and the 

anti-adhesion layers coated 900 oC carbon samples were prepared to measure their contact 

angles. Carbon sample pyrolyzed at 900 oC was placed in vacuum chamber and the 

chrolotrimethylsilane (Silane) was evaporated during overnight for the vapor phase 

evaporation. After oxygen plasma treatment, another carbon sample was placed in the 2% (3-

Aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES) solution with the ethanol at the room temperature 

during 2 hours for the liquid phase deposition. After the carbon sample coated by APTES was 

placed in the convection oven during 30 min, the sample was rinsed by ethanol and dried. 

Contact angle was measured more than 8 times using other samples by the deionized water 

(H2O) and the diiodomethane (CH2I2). All samples were used only one time because the 

wetting contact angle of one time wetted surface is always smaller than the first contact angle. 

Measured contact angles of the all samples were calculated and analyzed by Owens-Wendt 

geometric mean equation [45]. 
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3.2 Surface free energy calculation by Owens-Wendt geometric mean 

equation 

Owens and Wendt defined to the equation for the surface free energy using the 

two components in 1969. Owens-Wendt equation starts from Young’s equation. This equation 

is popular because the polar interaction and the dispersive interaction on the solid surface are 

considered. The dispersive component and polar component are considered by van der Waals 

interaction and polar forces including the Debye interaction and hydrogen bond interaction. 

So, two liquids consisted of dispersive and polar components are required to define the 

surface free energy using the Owens-Wendt equation. Water and diiodomethane are well 

known as polar and dispersive component liquids respectively. The Owens-Wendt geometric 

mean equation is as in the following. 

1 cosθ 2 2  

 

In this equation, abbreviated L, S, D, P mean liquid, solid and dispersive and polar 

components.	 , 	and  are the reported values as the surface tension of the liquids. The 

	  and  of the water are 22.85 dyne/cm and 50.3 dyne/cm. Also, the 	  and  of the 

diiodomethane are 48.5 dyne/cm and 2.3 dyne/cm. θ is measured contact angle. Finally, the 

surface free energy  is the sum of the polar surface energy  and the dispersive surface 

energy . 
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3.3 Demolding efficiency 

Carbon mold efficiency was measured by continuous PDMS molding and 

demolding experiment of the same carbon mold. Three different carbon surface samples 

including the vapor phase evaporation by Silane, liquid phase deposition by APTES and 

unmodified carbon surface were prepared. PDMS mixture was poured respectively on the 

carbon mold surfaces and degassed in the vacuum chamber. The degassed PDMS was cured 

during 4 hours at 65 oC in the convection oven. After sufficient cooling time, PDMS samples 

were peeled-off from the different carbon surfaces. Then, optical inspection using the optical 

microscope to check the overall changes, contact angle measurement on the demolded carbon 

and demolded PDMS and surface characterization using the XPS and EDS were performed 

immediately. 

 

3.4 Results  

The contact angles using the diiodomethane are approximately larger than the 

contact angles measured by the deionized water in the contact angle measurement. Figure 3.1 

and Figure 3.2 show the results of the contact angle measurement with the optical 

microscopic images and graphs. Owens-Wendt geometric mean equation was applied for the 

analysis of the contact angle datas. Diiodomethane and deionized water present respectively 

dispersive component and polar component. 
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Figure 3.1 Images of the measured contact angles on the SU-8, pyrolyzed carbon at different 

temperatures from 300 oC to 900 oC and anti-adhesion-layer coated carbon surface using the 

deionized water and the diiodomethane for analysis of the surface free energy using the 

Owens-Wendt method. (All samples were measured at least 8 times.) 
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Figure 3.2 Contact angles graph on the on the SU-8, pyrolyzed carbon at temperature from 

300 oC to 900 oC and anti-adhesion-layer coated carbon surface. Pink color bars were 

measured by diiodomethane and green color bars were measured by deionized water. 

 

Table 2. Surface free energies of carbon samples pyrolyzed at various pyrolysis temperature 

from 300 to 900 oC, and surface free energies of carbon samples (pyrolyzed at 900 oC) coated 

with an anti-adhesion-layer using vapor-phase evaporation and the liquid-phase deposition. 

 Materials Surface free energy [dyne/cm2] 
SU-8 40.89 

Pyrolyzed carbon at 300 oC 43.66 
Pyrolyzed carbon at 400 oC 48.75 
Pyrolyzed carbon at 500 oC 50.65 
Pyrolyzed carbon at 600 oC 54.98 
Pyrolyzed carbon at 700 oC 49.90 
Pyrolyzed carbon at 800 oC 49.66 
Pyrolyzed carbon at 900 oC 49.43 

Silane (Vapor) 46.04 
APTES (Liquid) 48.63 
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Surface free energies were calculated using the Owens-Wendt geometric mean equation. 

Table 2 shows the calculated surface free energies. Surface free energy increases as the 

increase of the pyrolysis temperature. Pyrolyzed carbon at 900 oC is valuable. Because 

surface free energy is smaller than 700 oC and 800 oC. After 700 oC, a dimension of the 

pyrolyzed carbon structure is minimum dimension after pyrolysis process. So, when the 

dimension of the pyrolyzed carbon is minimum, the smallest surface free energy is the 

pyrolyzed carbon at 900 oC. So, the pyrolyzed carbon at 900 oC was used for this research. 

Figure 3.3 is the graph of the demolding times before the break from the three different 

surfaces demolded including the unmodified carbon, coated carbon by Silane and by APTES. 

Firstly, the carbon structure coated with Silane using the chrolotrimethylsilane was destroyed 

after 3 times demolding process. Unmodified carbon structure and the coated carbon structure 

by APTES were broken respectively at 43 times and 50 times in order.  

 

Figure 3.3 Graph of the comparison of the demolding times until damaged of the carbon 

mold using the three different carbon surface. Each samples were destroyed by 4 times 

demolding (vapor evaporation coated surface, purple), 43 times demolding (none modified 

surface, navy) and 50 times demolding process (liquid deposition coated surface, red).  
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Then, some experiments were performed to characterize each carbon surfaces. The contact 

angles were measured on the demolded three carbon surfaces and 1 time demolded PDMS 

surfaces from each carbon structure. Figure 3.4 shows the increase of the contact angle on the 

each surfaces after 1 time demolding process.  

 

Figure 3.4 Graphs of the contact angle variation with demolding processes using the bare 

carbon sample, the anti-adhesion-layer coated carbon samples by vapor-phase evaporation 

and liquid-phase deposition; (a) contact angles of the carbon samples increase during the 

demolding process until 5 times, (b) contact angle of the 1 time demolded PDMS surface of 

three different carbon surfaces. 

 

Also, XPS and EDS datas demonstrated that the coated Silane and APTES on the carbon 

surface as anti-adhesion layer were delaminated from the surface at 1 time demolding process 

because of the contact angle increase similar to PDMS and surface atomic ratio of main 

atoms changes. After demolding process, atomic ratio of the Si atom of the coated surfaces 

increased. This result shows that PDMS thin layer remained on the coated carbon surfaces 
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after demolding process. Through this characterization of the unmodified carbon surface and 

anti-adhesion layer coated carbon surfaces, several important phenomena were discovered. 

Firstly, the surface free energy of the carbon surface was changed as the chage of the 

pyrolysis temperature. Secondly, PDMS demolding times are different from the UV 

lithography condition and pyrolysis condition. Normally more than 40 times at least 4 times 

can be used to replicate the carbon structure using the PDMS regardless of the anti-adhesion 

layer coating in demolding experiment. Finally, anti-adhesion layer coatings using the vapor 

phase evaporation and liquid phase deposition are less effective than unmodified carbon 

surface because of unclear demolding of the PDMS. Therefore, the pyrolyzed carbon 

structures can be used to mold of the mixed-scale PDMS channel networks without anti-

adhesion layer coating process. 

 

Figure 3.5 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) graphs of the demolded carbon 

samples and PDMS samples demolded from the carbon. (a) In the process of repeating 

demolding, atomic ratio of Chloride and Oxygen was gradually decreased on the coated 

carbon surfaces. (b) After 4 times demolding, atomic ratio of the silicon of the liquid-phase 

coated carbon and chloride of the vapor-phase coated carbon surface also decreases. 
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Figure 3.6 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) graph on three different carbon surfaces; 

None, vapor, liquid in graph mean none modified carbon surface, vapor phase coated carbon 

surface and Liquid phase coated carbon surface respectively. After 1 time demolding process, 

atomic ratio of all samples undergoes a sudden change.  
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In this chapter, functionality of the 

mixed-scale PDMS channel networks was 

tested by the Fluorescence image, current 

measurements and micro-particle trap in the 

3D micro-funnel. 
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4. Functionality test of mixed-scale PDMS channel networks 

The functionality of the mixed-scale PDMS channel networks was tested by the 

Fluorescence analysis using the fluorescent material, Current measurement and micro particle 

trap test in the 3D-microfunnel. Confocal microscope was employed for fluorescence analysis 

for hermetic channel sealing and nanochannel uniformity. The property of the nanofluidics 

was confirmed by formation of the three different current regions including the ohmic current, 

limiting current and overlimiting current. Finally, micro particles were trapped in the 3D 

microfunnels  

 

4.1 Test for hermetic sealing 

Fluorescein analysis was performed to confirm the uniformity and functionality 

of the mixed-scale channel without a solution leakage and a channel transform. A 0.1mM 

fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) solution was prepared in the DI water. The solution was 

filled in the mixed-scale PDMS channel networks including the nanochannel and 

microchannel from the reservoirs by the capillary force. The inverted microscope was utilized 

to observe and analyze the fluorescence in the mixed-scale PDMS channel networks. Figure 

4.1 is the fluorescence image of the nanochannel arrays filled uniformly without solution 

leakage. Also, (a), (b) in Figure 4.1 show the coincident arrays between fluorescence image 

and SEM image. Figure 4.2 shows the 3-D intensity image scanned by height directions of 

the microfunnels filled with 0.1mM FITC solution. This image shows the gradually tapered 

3D-microfunnel structure roughly. 
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Figure 4.1 (a) Fluorescence microscopy image of a PDMS nanochannel array filled with 1 

mM FITC solution; (b) SEM image of the PDMS nanochannel array. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 3-D fluorescent imaged of 3-D microfunnels filled with 1 mM FITC solution. 
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4.2 Characterization of nanofluidic properties 

1mM KCl solution was prepared in deionized water. PDMS channel sample was 

bonded to the glass by oxygen plasma treatment and immediately filled with KCl solution by 

the capillary force. The current was measured by the electrometer from Keithley (6517B) 

with 1mM KCl solution in the deionized water. After two electrodes were placed in the 

reservoirs, DC voltage was applied from 0 V to 50 V with 0.05 mV/sec step voltage. Keithley 

software program was used to control the parameters and analysis.  

 

 

Figure 4.3 Experimental setup to measure I-V characteristics of mixed-scale PDMS channel 

network; (Left) an electrometer, (Right) a faraday cage to block noise signal from outside. 
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The result of the experiment is shown by Figure 4.4. The first blue region is the ohmic 

current region from 0 V to 9 V. This part is that current is gradually increased with voltage 

increase by ohmic behavior. The second pink region is the limiting current region. In the 

limiting current part, the current increase followed by the voltage increase is limited because 

ion depletion region is formed around the nanochannel and then current increase is almost 

slow. The final green part is the overlimiting current region. In the overlimiting region, 

current through the nanochannel increases once again. Overlimiting current is occurred owing 

to continuously increased voltage. Therefore, nanofluidics properties were characterized 

through the experiment of the current measurement. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 I-V characteristic curve of a mixed-scale PDMS channel network. The curve 

contains Ohmic current region (0V ~ 9V), limiting current region (9V ~ 14V) and 

overlimiting current region (>14V).   
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4.3 Micro-particle entrapment 

4.3.1 Background 

Electroporation is the efficient technology for the transfection that biomolecules 

such as a DNA, a plasmid, and a protein are efficiently delivered into the cell [18-20]. There 

are several electroporation methods including the bulk electroporation (BEP) in bulk 

condition, microchannel electroporation (MEP) and nanoelectroporation (NEP) using the 

microchannel or the nanochannel. BEP technology has been applied generally using the 

commercial equipment but their efficiency is remarkably lower than MEP or NEP. Efficiency 

and precise of the delivery are crucial for the electroporation. So MEP or NEP have been 

developed by several research groups and applied for the precise controlled electroporation 

using the phenomenon that the electric field across the channels is focused to the narrow 

channel with biomolecule surface. In this sense, NEP is the most efficient technology for the 

electroporation. But complex, high cost and long fabrication process have obstructed a broad 

NEP research. In this chapter, the mixed-scale PDMS channel networks will be applied to 

trap the micro particle in the 3-D microfunnels to show the functionality as a NEP platform. 

The mixed-scale PDMS channel networks will provide various advantages for the NEP such 

as easy, cost effective, mass productive fabrication process and high efficient and precise 

electroporation. A gradually tapered 3-D microfunnel structures will efficiently trap the single 

particle. Finally, the most valuable structure for the electroporation can be optimized through 

the freely controllable funnel inlet angles, nose lengths, channel thicknesses and shapes. Also, 

various 3-D microfunnels including the various inlet angles and nose lengths were used to 

optimize the best structure in this experiment. 
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4.3.2 Experimental 

1-m microparticles were scattered by the sonication to obstruct their settle 

before the dilution and diluted by 1-L in 1-mL DI water. The mixed-scale PDMS channel 

networks samples with 30o, 60o, 90o and 120o 3-D micofunnels including 5-m, 10-m and 

15-m heights were used to optimize the superb funnel structure for the single microparticle 

trap. PDMS channel sample was bonded to the glass substrate by the oxygen plasma 

treatment and filled with the diluted microparticle solution by the capillary force. When two 

platinum electrodes were soaked into the two reservoirs of the PDMS, AC voltage was 

applied from 10V to 100V to optimize the proper voltage. The movements of the 

microparticles were inspected by the inverted microscope.  

 

.  
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4.3.3 Results 

Microfunnel structure was defined as funnel nose length and funnel inlet angle 

shown by Figure 4.5. The mixed-scale PDMS channels with 3D-funnel structure including 

nose lengths of 5-m, 10-m, 15-m and inlet angles of 30o, 60o, 90o, 120o were used to the 

particle entrapment experiment. Figure 4.6 is SEM images of top-view of the SU-8 

photoresist funnel structures and pyrolyzed carbon funnel structures with various inlet angles 

and nose lengths. Figure 4.6 confirms that 12 sets of the microfunnels were successfully 

patterned to the SU-8 photoresist during the 2-steps UV lithography process and various inlet 

angles and nose lengths were maintained as designed patterns intactly. Meanwhile, 

approximately 1-m mismatch was occurred during the alignment between the thin SU-8 

structure and thick SU-8 structure. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 SEM images of the top-view of the SU-8 photoresist structure. Microfunnel 

structure was defined as funnel inlet angle including 30o, 60o, 90o and 120o and funnel nose 

length including 5-m, 10-m and 15-m. 
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Figure 4.6 SEM images of the top-view of the SU-8 photoresist 3-D microfunnel structures. 

SU-8 photoresist structures were successfully transferred with inlet angles of 30o, 60 o, 120 o 

and nose lengths of 5-m, 10-m, and 15-m during the UV lithography. 
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Figure 4.7 SEM images of the top-view of the carbon structure with 3D-funnel structures. 

Pyrolyzed carbon structures were successfully converted with inlet angles of 30o, 60 o, 120 o 

and nose lengths of 5-m, 10-m, and 15-m during the pyrolysis process. 
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SEM images show the 12 sets of the 3-D microfunnels including the various inlet angles and 

nose lengths of the pyrolyzed carbon structure after the pyrolysis process shown by Figure 

4.7. All 3-D microfunnels were successfully converted to the pyrolyzed carbon structures 

without any deformation. After the pyrolysis process, various inlet angles were maintained all 

nose lengths were decreased due to the volume shrinkage. Despite the mismatch after the 2-

steps UV lithography process, mixed-scale carbon structures were smoothly connected 

between nanostructure and microstructure without the break. Figure 4.8 describes the SEM 

images of the SU-8 structure (a), pyrolyzed carbon structure (b) and schematic images of the 

pyrolyzed carbon structure (c), single microparticle trapped in the PDMS 3-D microfunnel.  

 

 

Figure 4.8 Images of the 3-D funnel structures. (a) SEM image of SU-8 structures before 

pyrolysis and (b) pyrolyzed carbon structures. (c) Schematic image of the pyrolyzed carbon 

structure and (d) a 3-D PDMS funnel trapping a single micro particle.
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Figure 4.9 Optical microscopy images of the mixed-scale PDMS channel network including 

3-D funnels, micro-nanochannels, nanochannels and trapped 1-m-diameter micro particles. 

(a-b) Single entrapment of micro particles with microfunnels with 30o of entrance angle and 

15m in height. (c-f) Entrapment of multiple micro particles at 3-D funnels with wide and 

short entrance. 
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The solution including 1-m microparticles was flowed to the mixed-scale PDMS channel 

networks from the reservoirs. Negatively charged 1-m microparticles were moved from the 

cathode to the anode using applied voltage 30V by the electrophoresis. Figure 4.9 shows the 

optical microscopic images of the trapped microparticles at the inlet of the various 3-D 

microfunnels. (a)-(b) are single trapped microparticles. Particularly, 30o microfunnels with 5-

m, 10-m and 15-m heights were the most efficient structures to trap the single 

microparticle. Because small void of the narrow inlet angle helps the capture of the single 

microparticle. (c) is floating microparticles without single capture. (d)-(f) are overly trapped 

microparticles at the wide inlet microfunnels. Dozens of 1-m particles were trapped at wider 

inlet angle microfunnels such as 60o, 90o, 120o because of the large void area at the inlet of 

the 3D-funnel and lacking focus of the electric field on the nanochannel. Table 3. shows the 

overall results of the particle trap. Particle trap and efficient 3-D microfunnel structures were 

demonstrated and optimized through this experiment. This experiment demonstrates that the 

microfunnels including the narrow inlet angle are the best structure for single particle trap, 

the microfunnels including the wide inlet angle trap dozens of the microparticles and the 

microfunnels with short nose length cannot trap the microparticles. 
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Table 2. Table of the listed 3-D microfunnel structures and success and failure of the particle 

entrapment. Microparticle entrapments succeeded in inlet angle 30o microfunnel with 10-m 

and 15-m nose lengths. 

Funnel inlet angle Funnel nose length Trap or Failure 

30o 5-m Failure 

30o 10-m Trap 

30o 15-m Trap 

60o 5-m Failure 

60o 10-m Failure 

60o 15-m Failure 

90o 5-m Failure 

90o 10-m Failure 

90o 15-m Failure 

120o 5-m Failure 

120o 10-m Failure 

120o 15-m Failure 
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0 

Conclusions 
  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Finally, conclusion of this thesis will be 

recapitulated in this chapter. 
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5. Conclusions 

In this thesis, mixed-scale PDMS channel networks were successively fabricated 

using soft lithography and carbon-MEMS that consists of UV lithography and pyrolysis 

processes. Thin polymer micro structures (width = 1.1 m, thickness = 330 nm, length = 100 

m) could be converted into carbon nanostructures (width = 441 nm, thickness = 55 nm, 

length = 121 m) during the pyrolysis process because of an enormous volume shrinkage. 

The enormous volume shrinkage during pyrolysis enabled the formation of convex mixed-

scale monolithic carbon molds with 3D-micro funnels. Also, the shape and dimensions of 

mixed-scale carbon structure could be easily controlled by changing photomask design and 

photoresist thickness. The inclined side wall and hydrophobic surface enabled efficient 

PDMS demolding process and thus the carbon mold could be reused more than 40 times. 

Surface free energy of the carbon was changed correspondingly to the pyrolysis temperature. 

The functionality of the mixed-scale PDMS channel was evaluated using the fluorescence 

imaging, current measurement and micro-particle entrapment. Fluorescence imaging proved 

the hermetic sealing and uniformity of the PDMS nanochannels. Single micro-particle could 

be trapped at the junction of a nanochannel and a microchannel owing to the 3-D microfunnel 

structure. Therefore, the mixed-scale PDMS channel network is expected to be applied to 

nanoelectroporation for effective cell transfection. 
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